Information Mapping for Learning and Reference, R. E. Horn, E. H. Nicol, J. C. Kleinman, and M. G. Grace (Information Resources Inc., Cambridge); ESD-TR-69-296, 140 pp., August 1969; CFSTI, AD 699 201, $3.00.
Information mapping is a method of organizing categories of information and of displaying them for both learning and reference purposes. The method may be applied to the production of self-instructional books or to the organization of data bases for computer-aided instruction and reference. The report is itself written in modified information map form. The procedures and rules for information mapping were derived from educational research and technylogy as well as from the communications world. Preliminary work with simulated computer displays has explored the flexibility with which a system so organized can respond with a range of user options and display variations. Cost per instruction hour is competitive with that of other methods, but the method has additional advantages in its versatility and ease of updating. An axiomatic theory is presented within which much of the theory of computability can be developed in an abstract manner. The paper is based on the axiomatically defined concept of a uniformly reflexive structure (URS). The axioms are chosen so as to capture the essential properties of a "godelization" of a set of functions on an arbitrary infinite domain. It can be shown that (with a "standard godelization") both the partial recursive functions and the meta-recursive functions satisfy the axioms of URS. In the first part of this paper, the author defines URS and develops the basic working theorems of the subject (e.g., analogs of the Kleene recursion theorems). The greater part of the paper is concerned with applying these basic results to 1) investigating the properties of godelizations, and 2) developing an intrinsic theory of relative computability. The notion of relative computability developed in the paper is equivalent to Turing reducibility when applied to the partial recursive functions.
Applied to appropriate URS on arbitrary domains, it provides an upper-semilattice ordering on the set of all functions (both total and partial) on that domain. Rechenanl., vol. 11, pp. 267-271, October 1969 .
The well-known minimization diagrams, originating from Karnaugh and Veitch, map n-dimensional neighborhood relations into a two-dimensional diagram using adjacent squares. Therefore, minimization of functions with more than four variables is not transparent enough and manipulation difficulties increase with the number of variables. The minimization principle described in this paper is based on a different interpretation of the diagram. Only relations of symmetry are important for constructing a set of minimization rules independent of the number of variables. The realization of an arbitrary switching function by an interconnection of threshold and parity elements is considered. Using several criteria, it is shown that parity functions and threshold functions are "opposites." This dissimilarity between threshold and parity elements coupled with the useful physical properties of parity elements indicates that a realization employing the two types of modules should be of interest. Since the modules realizing parity functions are identical, mass production can be employed to reduce the cost of realization. A particular two-level configuration of threshold and parity elements is discussed. The first level consists of parity elements and the second level consists of a single threshold element. It is shown that any switching function can be realized with the proposed structure. An optimal procedure for minimizing the number of parity elements in the realization is given. Furthermore, a suboptimal procedure that is much simpler than the optimal one is also proposed. 
It is also shown that it is undecidable for which It is well known that the set of strings (over some alphabet) definable by a READ-ONLY Turing machine in time intervals equal to the lengths of the strings is just a regular set over the given alphabet. The situation changes, however, if the machine is permitted to interrogate an oracle in the manner prescribed by Turing. In Turing machine theory a computed function f is said to be recursive in a predicate P, if the change of state of the machine is permitted to depend upon whether or not the current number n (on the tape) is in P. There is no loss ofcomputing time involved in consulting and responding to the oracle, but this desirable feature of the oracle may be lost if a particular model of realization (of the oracular operation) is adopted. This paper is concerned with the notion of definability (of classes of sets) that results when a one-way READ-ONLY Turing machine is permitted to interrogate in a style different from that of Turing an oracle in the form ofan additional tape R on which the oracular information is stored. (Short Notes), vol. C-19, pp. 254-258, March 1970. This paper shows that 1) there exist at least four types of binary-input binary-output maximum-memory n-state machines for any n; 2) there exist binary-input ternary-output maximum-output-memory n-state machines for any n; and 3) there exists a binary-input binary-output maximum-output-memory n-state machine for n<5.
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Strong Stability Problems for Probabilistic Sequential Machines, C. V. Page (Michigan State U., East Lansing); Inform. Contr., vol. 15, pp. 487-509, December 1969 .
The strong stability problem for a machine A and some behavioral equivalence _ is to characterize the input symbol transition matrices for all machines A' formed from the input symbol transition matrices of A such that from any initial distribution A =-A'. The strong stability problem is studied for the behavioral equivalences _, (indistinguishability) and -N (N-moment equivalence). The concepts of strong stability transformation and error matrix are introduced to formalize the perturbations that are allowed in the input symbol transition matrices. Necessary conditions for the existence of any strongly stable transformations are studied using the concept of invariant error matrix. A strong stability transformation T is called "eigenstate behavior preserving" for an equivalence if for any distribution v over the states of A and any input symbol x (nonnull) such that v A(x) =v, one has the trajectory of distributions {v T[A(xr)]}, r= 1, 2, * in A' equivalent by _ to v in A'. It is shown that strong stability transformations for-I and N are eigenstate behavior preserving. Computers, vol. C-19, pp. 222-226, March 1970. Adoption is a negative radix for number representation results in a system that is totally indifferent to the sign of the number. Compared to the sign-magnitude representation, the approach considered in this paper requires one extra digit. Conversion between negative and positive radix representations is considered (in both directions) for an arbitrary integer radix. The results established are applied to the logical design of a serial converter that accepts standard binary numbers (sign-magnitude format) and outputs their representation in the base -2. An interactive software-hardware computer-graphics system has been developed in which the displayed contents of a cathode ray tube (CRT) can be manipulated directly using a RAND tablet and stylus. The design goals for this system were 1) to provide man-machine communication using only the CRT display and real-time interpretation of stylus motion, 2) to minimize ambiguous responses and make the operation apparent, 3) to make the system responsive with minimal distraction and delay, and 4) to make the system compete as a problem-solving aid. Computer programming via flowcharts was chosen to demonstrate the techniques. System responses on the CRT include location of the virtual position of the stylus, ink track representing its motion on the tablet, changes in display intensity, pictorial modification, and English-language statements. The important result of this investigation is the demonstration of such an approach.
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The GRAIL Language and Operations, T. 0. Ellis, J. F. Heafner, and W. L. Sibley (Rand Corp., Santa Monica); Rept. RM-6001-ARPA, 32 pp., September 1969; CFSTI, AD 698 729, $3.00.
The important organizational concepts of the flowchart language are the sequential flow of control, the hierarchy of subroutines, and the language (flow diagrams) that pictorially relates their interdependence. A fundamental facility of the man-machine interface is the automatic recognition of appropriate symbols, which allows the man to print or draw appropriate symbols freehand. GRAIL'S text-editing features include placement, replacement, and deletion of characters, character-string insertion or deletion, and line deletion. Control functions include displaying text page-by-page, requesting specified display frames, moving symbols, and text line editing. The Interactive use of the RAND tablet/stylus and a CRT display demands that many independent data packages be accessed in real time without the man's being aware of system operational tasks. The internal representation of the man's program consists of its picture form, data structures to denote properties implied by the picture, and positional information to relate stylus location to the other forms. Dynamic storage allocation is automatically provided because of the large number of data sets. Algorithms are described that handle scheduling, priority, synchronization, and parallel processing. An attempt was made to analyze the problems associated with the presentation of computer-generated graphic data in a raster scan (or television) type of display. This type of display has been used extensively with digital-tovideo (D/ V) converters for the presentation of alphanumerics and symbology, with the D/V converter performing the transformation from the digital data of the computer to the video signal compatible with the raster scan display. However, the problem of graphics generation within such a system has only recently been addressed. The primary constraint of the system, with respect to graphics generation, is the restrictive Cartesian grid that is imposed by the raster scan format. After a brief examination of the techniques of D/ V conversion, the paper considers the peculiar problems associated with graphics generation. Algorithms are derived to allow the generation of straight lines, circles, parabolas, and arcs within the raster format. These algorithms are independent of raster line standard and are amenable to most computer programming languages. All algorithms are verified utilizing a general purpose computer and D/V converter, and are then analyzed with respect to display presentation in terms of end point accuracy, uniformity, and appearance. 79-218, 1969. ALGOL 68 is designed to communicate algorithms, to execute them efficiently on a variety of different conputers, and to aid in teaching them to students. The method adopted in this report to convey the structure of ALGOL 68 is based upon a strict language comprising a language core, whose description is minimized. The remainder of the language is described in terms of this core, thereby reducing the amount of semantic description at the cost of a heavier burden on the syntax.
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Preliminary Report on an ALGOL 68 Implementation, S. Marshall (Dartmouth Coll., Hanover); AFOSR-70-0014TR, 11 pp., December 1969; CFSTI, AD 699 215, $3.00.
A two-pass ALGOL-68 compiler for the GE-635 time-sharing system, which is as machine independent as is technically practical, and which is for both systems programming and educational support, is described. The report contains new creative information on the logic used in its development. Labs., Murray Hill); Math. Sys. Theory, vol. 3, pp. 193-221, September 1969 .
The concept of a translation is fundamental to any theory of compiling. Formally, a translation is any set of pairs of words. Classes of finitely describable translations are considered in general, from the point of view of balloon automata. A translation can be defined by a transducer, a device with an input tape and an output terminal. If, with input x, the stringy appears at the output terminal, then (x, y) is in the translation defined by the transducer. One can also define a translation by a two-input tape recognizer. If x and y are placed on the two tapes, the recognizer tells if (x, y) is in the defined translation. One can define closed classes of transducers and recognizers by: 1) restricting the way in which infinite storage may be used (pushdown structure, stack structure, etc.), 2) allowing the finite control to be nondeterministic or deterministic, 3) allowing one-way or two-way motion on the input tapes. Some results on classes of translations are given that can be categorized roughly into three types. a) Translation defined by certain classes of transducers and recognizers are equivalent. b) Translations of a given class are sometimes closed under composition and decomposition with a finite memory translation (gsm mapping). c) A nondeterministically defined translation can be expressed as the composition ofa finitely defined translation and a related deterministically defined translation in many cases. In addition, if C is a class of translations, then one can write a compiler-compiler to render any translation T in C if and only if the following question is solvable. For any translation T in C and string x, does there exist a y such that (x, y) is in T? It is shown that, in general, the decidability of this question is equivalent to the decidability of one or more questions from automata theory, depending upon the type of devices defining the class C. The paper reports research toward developing a "verifying compiler." Such a compiler, as well as doing the standard translation of a program to machine executable form, attempts to prove that the program is "correct." In order to do this, a program must be annotated with propositions in a mathematical notation that define the "correct" relations among the program variables. The verifying compiler then checks for consistency between the program and its propositions. The thesis presents the theoretical basis of the method and then describes a prototype verifier in detail. This verifier, running on an IBM 360 operates on programs written in a simple programming language for integer arithmetic. Many programs have been verified automatically by this program. These include a simple sort program, a program that examines a number for the property "prime," and a rather subtle program that raises an integer to an integral power. The formal analysis of a program produced "verification conditions," which must be proven to be theorems over integers. The verifier proves these theorems by using powerful formula simplification routines and specialized techniques for integer expressions. Ideas for improving this verifier and for building one that will operate on a more complicated programming language are also presented. It is an important problem in a time-sharing system to achieve efficient allocation of the addresses of the main memory to the user programs. As one solution to this problem a pseudo-paging scheme is proposed in this paper. The pseudo-paging scheme was originally used in the ETSS (Electrotechnical Laboratory's time-sharing system) and it was found that it does not require the use of a large volume of hardware and that it reduces the overhead of the time-sharing system considerably by taking advantage ofthe characteristics of the usual paging mechanism. The statistical analysis of the performance of the pseudo-paging scheme is made under the assumption that the user programs are executed in random order or in round robin A transferable, utility grade, FORTRAN subroutine is described, which sorts lists of arbitrary length and simultaneously resequences up to ten additional lists so as to retain a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of these additional lists and those of the list being sorted. Lists within lists may be sorted. A simple CALL permits all options and parameters to be specified. The code is based on the algorithm SHELL-SORT.
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A Solution to the Hidden-Line Problem for Computer-Drawn Polyhedra, P. P. Loutrel (Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique, Les Clayes-sous-Bois, France); IEEE Trans. Computers, vol. C-19, pp. 205-213, March 1970 .
The "hidden-line problem" for computerdrawn polyhedra is the problem of determining which edges, or parts of edges, of a polyhedra are visible from a given vantage point. This is an important problem in computer graphics, and its fast solution is especially critical for on-line CRT display applications. The method presented for solving this problem is believed to be faster than previously known methods. An edge classification scheme is described that eliminates at once most of the totally invisible edges. A popular method for retrieving information by its "name" is to store the names in a binary tree. The paper discusses the question of finding such "optimal binary trees," when frequencies of names are given. The R2 Information Retrieval System, when complete, will be a question-answer information retrieval system in which a person, having questions over a predetermined data base, will be able to receive answers to his questions. The paper concerns the initial processing of the data base for the R2 system and explores initially several simple strategies for retrieving relevant statements, rather than answers, for a given question over the data base. The paper is concerned first with the construction ofa "phase dictionary" from the data base, and, secondly, with the development of several initial attempts for information retrieval from the data base.
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HELP: A Question Answering System, R. Roberts (U. California, Berkeley); Rept. P-13, 27 pp., April 1969; CFSTI, AD 698 316, $3.00.
HELP a question answering system-enables a user, sitting at a console of a time-shaped computer, to obtain information on questions typed in. This information might concern the operating system itself, the format of commands to the user interface executive program, the use of a selected subsystem, or an area totally separate from the computer. The content of the data base in HELP is completely arbitrary, and determined by the creator of each individual system. Questions are presented to HELP in standard English. A second system, called QAS, was developed to enable a user to conveniently generate a HELP program. The paper discusses the structure of both programs. Perfectly symmetric integration formula of degrees 9-15 with a minimal number of points are computed for the square, the circle, and the entire plane with weight functions exp (-(X2 +y2)) and exp (-(X2 +y2)'12. These rules were computed by solving a large system of nonlinear algebraic equations having a special structure. In most cases where the minimal formula has a point exterior to the region or where some of the weights are negative, "good" formulas, which consist only of interior points and have only positive weights and which contain more than the minimal number of points are given. The problem of partitioning the nodes of a graph with costs on its edges into subsets of given sizes so as to minimize the sum of the costs on all edges cut is considered. This problem arises in several physical situations, for example, in assigning the components of electronic circuits to circuit boards to minimize the number of connections between boards. This paper presents a heuristic method for partitioning arbitrary graphs that is both effective in finding optimal partitions, and fast enough to be practical in solving large problems. , vol. 18, no. 3, pp. 249-263, 1969 .
The subroutine system FIT is a new algorithm for the fitting of statistical models to data. Its purpose is to make available a wide range of model-fitting procedures in a single system. At the same time, the algorithm is a case study for the design of statistical computing systems; a number of relevant questions (and possibly a few answers) have arisen during the design of the system. Popularized scientific accounts have publicized the use of the computer for solving combinatorial problems associated with the construction of specific kinds of experiment designs, such as sets of orthogonal Latin squares and Hadamard matrices. The experiment designer is now free to select a design for its appropriateness to the experiment and its statistical properties. He interacts with the computer, using it to evaluate the statistical properties of designs, even before the experiment is carried out. Based on such calculations, he may make a selection from a number of ad hoc designs constructed for a given experiment without regard for combinatorial properties. Although the experiment designer will always be a frequent computer user, the most important interaction between the two will probably be in the application of experiment design to' computer simulation. Parametric studies of comprehensive system models that have been programmed for computers can be conducted efficiently and economically with experiment design and the associated analysis techniques. A typical example is given. A computer utility is envisioned as a large, multiaccess computer system providing its users with the ability to store information and share its use with other system users. This thesis considers the nature of information sharing and how a computer utility can provide facilities allowing such sharing to take place in a controlled manner. From a discussion of the goals of a computer utility, a set of requirements for the facilities of the utility is described. A model is developed that presents a method for structuring information. It is shown that the mechanisms of the model preserve certain structural characteristics of the information, and that these properties can be directly related to the requirements regarding the control of shared information. Extensions of the basic model are described that allow more selective types of control and that remove some of the limitations of the basic model. An experimental method is outlined for achieving the simplest possible stable feedback connections in a direct nulling solution of algebraic equations on an analog computer. A proof of stability for linear equations, sufficient conditions of constructability for nonlinear equations, and examples for both situations are given. In essence, the method requires a sensitivity test near the root, with the computer nulling previously connected residual errors. Once the feedback structure is obtained, the circuit automatically tracks solutions for wide variations of parameters. The technique is extended to analog/hybrid solutions of boundary-value problems, where feedback connections to accumulator circuits are determined experimentally. A five-parameter optimal control problem is solved automatically by this method.
10) SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, AND MEDICINE
Hybrid Computer for Decision-Directed Estimation of Two-Class Decision Boundaries see 7952.
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The Components of Hybrid Computation, G. C. Barney and J. N. Hambury; Computer Bull., vol. 14, pp. 31-36, February 1970. This paper describes the analog and digital tasks in hybrid computation, comparing them with other computational concepts. The requirements for real-time supervisor programs and associated interrupt structures are determined and discussed. A software system intended for assistance in the execution of hybrid computer programs is described. The system consists of subroutines written in a machine-oriented language, ALICS II. The subroutines can, however, be called by means of a program written in the user-oriented language FORTRAN. The routines are used for the exchange of problem data and control signals in a combined analog/digital computer system: EA 1680/PDP8-4K. The study oftime-sharing system parameters and design is undertaken. On-line and hybrid simulation programmer demands for interactive digital computing time are time inefficient for modern high-speed computers, hence the motivation for time-shared computing systems. The techniques for achieving time. sharing are studied, then applied to the problems of a realtime on-line hybrid simulation and batch processing system. Subroutines required for implementation of a task-oriented time-sharing capability are put forward with specific proposals for use. System improvements to accomplish the goals of a general time-sharing system are introduced and discussed.
12) REAL-TIME SYSTEMS AND AUTO-MATIC CONTROL; INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Automatic Analog/Hybrid Solution of an Optimal Control Problem-see 7973. 
13) GOVERNMENT, MILITARY, AND TRANSPORTATION APPLICATIONS

